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A B S T R A C T
A thermal rectifier/diode is a nonreciprocal element or system that enables preferential heat transport in one
direction. In this work we demonstrate a single-material thermal diode operating at high temperatures. The
diode is made of nanostructured silicon membranes exhibiting spatially and temperature-dependent thermal
conductivity and, therefore, falling into the category of spatially asymmetric, nonlinear nonreciprocal systems.
We used an all-optical state-of-the-art experimental technique to prove rectification along rigorous criteria
of the phenomenon. Using sub-milliwatt power we achieve rectification of about 14%. In addition, we
demonstrate air-triggered thermal switching and passive cooling. Our findings provide a CMOS-compatible
platform for heat rectification and applications in energy harvesting, thermal insulation and cooling, as well
as sensing and potentially thermal logic.1. Introduction
Given the numerous heat-associated challenges currently facing
humanity, ranging from global warming to the future of technological
miniaturization, there is pressing need for solutions to control the
direction of thermal flow. This issue becomes even more important for
the processes performed at temperatures ranging from room tempera-
ture to hundreds of Kelvin. In particular, it covers mild temperatures
dedicated to standard commercial devices, intermediate temperatures
typical for the automotive, aircraft engines and conventional energy
production up to extreme temperature conditions facing the space
exploration or metallurgy [1,2]. Needless to say, high temperature
is a huge value market for thermal sensing, energy harvesting and
cooling applications. In this regard, despite the wealth of new materials,
silicon and silicon on insulator (SOI) technologies remain most mature
for production of miniaturized and robust devices operating in high
temperature environments [3].
A potential game changer for thermal management is the solid-
state thermal rectifier/diode breaking reciprocity in heat flow [4–9].
To date, several micro- and nano-scale thermal diodes using phonon
heat conduction rectification have been proposed, which are based on
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nonlinear media together with a spatial asymmetry of the system [4,10–
18]. Despite its good performance, the few real devices presented so far
operate below room temperature or require advanced multi-component
fabrication [19–22]. In some cases, the claim of true rectification
has been questioned from the argument of existing misconceptions
in delimiting the system and the improper symmetry of the experi-
ment [5,7,23–26]. Finally, the demonstration of thermal rectification
in miniaturized systems biased with temperature gradients exceeding
hundreds of Kelvin remains an experimental challenge.
In this work we demonstrate a thermal rectifier made of a single-
material, i.e. a holey crystalline silicon membrane operating at high
temperature biases. The working principle is similar to some previ-
ous theoretical proposals [16,27,28], i.e. single component materials
with temperature dependence (non-linearity) and space dependence
(spatial asymmetry) of the thermal conductivity. In this case, and
contrary to the bi-segmented Si medium of Ref. [22], the system is
designed with a continuous variation of the thermal property. The
graded structure prevents interface thermal resistance, which is a com-
mon side-effect of bi-segment rectifiers [5,16,17]. However, compared
with the proposals cited previously, our implementation is up-scaled
in size to meet the requirements that fabrication and measure impose,vailable online 8 August 2020
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and it operates at much higher temperatures. The tested devices are
based on an alternative approach to the Joule effect based heater–
thermometer platform [20–22], i.e. symmetric arrangement of two
identical rectifiers. We use all-optical two-laser Raman thermometry
(2LRT) [29,30] to induce the heat flow in the devices and provide
the temperature distribution quantitatively. Furthermore, it does not
require any modeling of the heat flow bypassing the rectifier or as-
sumptions about the thermal resistance of the heater like in the electric
heater–thermometer experiment. On the other hand, our approach is
based on two test devices (forward and reverse heat flow directions);
thus it requires a post-fabrication test of the samples’ pattern identity.
We show that our device can serve as a true thermal diode in moderate
vacuum. In addition, we investigate the samples in air environment
being relevant in terms of applications albeit not considered in prior
studies. Although the symmetry of the samples cannot be guaranteed
and hence rectification cannot be proved in this case, we propose
potential applications such as air-triggered thermal switch or passive
convective cooler. Finally, we provide extensive measurements of the
thermal conductivity as a function of the temperature in spatially
symmetric (or homogeneous) holey Si membranes. The extracted data
has been used as input in Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations of
the heat transport in spatially asymmetric (continuous inhomogeneous)
systems, showing a good account of the non-reciprocal heat transport.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Nanofabrication
All samples were fabricated on freestanding, single-crystal (001)
silicon membranes with a thickness of 260 nm (Norcada Inc). When
fabricating the thermal rectifier devices, all the attempts at using a stan-
dard electron beam lithography (EBL) and reactive ion etching (RIE)
process resulted in serious damage to the membranes. Consequently,
they were fabricated by a focused ion beam (FIB)-based method in-
stead. Thus, a protective, 50-nm-thick Au layer was sputtered onto the
membranes (EMS 150T Plus) to reduce the ion-induced damage [31].
The samples were patterned using a FIB (JEOL JIB-4000) equipped with
Xenos XeDraw. The FIB milling process, employing gallium ions, was
performed at an accelerated voltage of 30 kV. Holes were patterned
with a dwell time of 49.5 μs per one pixel, a center-to-center pixel dis-
ance of 1 nm and ten repetitions. These parameter values provided an
on dose sufficient to perforate the silicon membrane. After removing
he Au layer by selective etching (Sigma) for 1 h, the samples were
insed in deionized water and ethanol.
The samples with homogeneous geometry were fabricated by EBL
nd RIE and using the Bosch process. The positive EBL resist AR-P 6200
Allresist) was spun at 4000 rpm for 1 min and baked at 150 ◦C for 1
in. The EBL was performed at 30 kV (Raith 150-TWO). The pattern
as transferred to silicon using the Bosch process (Alcatel AMS-110DE)
t the following parameter values: source power (500 W); chuck power
15 W); SF6 gas flow (150 sccm); and C4F8 gas flow (100 sccm). Finally,
he samples were cleaned in an oxygen plasma system (PVA Tepla) at
00 W using an oxygen flow of 50 sccm for 10 min [30,32].
.2. Two-laser Raman Thermometry (2LRT)
Our 2LRT setup employs two continuous-wave lasers: a high-
owered one used as heater (𝜆 = 405 nm) and a low-powered one
sed as temperature probe (𝜆 = 532 nm). The heating beam is fo-
used on the central portion of the sample through a long working
istance microscope objective (Olympus 50×, NA = 0.55) and forms
he Gaussian heat source on the non-perforated area of the membrane.
he absorbed power 𝑃A is measured by a calibrated system of three
ower meters (for incident, reflected and transmitted light) and a non-
olarizing cube beam splitter. The error of 𝑃A is about 𝛥𝑃A = 2%.
he sample is mounted in the vacuum chamber (< 10−3 mbar) of a2
ryostat (Linkam THMS350V), which is attached to an xy-motorized
tage. The probe beam at a power level less than 1% of 𝑃A is focused
nto the sample surface through the top-mounted microscope objective
Olympus 50×, NA = 0.55). The inelastically (Raman) backscattered
ight is directed to the spectrometer (T64000 Horiba). The spectral
osition 𝜔𝑅 of the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon of silicon was
ranslated to temperature using the calibrated formula 𝑇 = 293K +
𝜔0 −𝜔𝑅) ⋅ 43.43 ± 0.05K∕cm
−1, where 𝜔0 is the spectral position of LO
honon at 𝑇 = 293 K. The temperature uncertainty of this method is
ypically lower than 3% [29,30,33].
. Results and discussion
Following prior studies, we fabricated sub-micrometer holes in the
ilicon membranes, which provided a geometric means to achieve the
emperature 𝑇 and position 𝑟 dependence of the thermal conductivity,
(𝑇 , 𝑟). The well-accepted explanation for this effect at high temper-
tures is the shortening of the phonon mean free path (MFP) due
o phonon diffusive scattering at hole boundaries [30,34–40]. Cur-
ently, there is no consensus on which geometric parameter of porosity
uantification could be correlated to 𝜅(𝑇 ) being relevant for rectifi-
ation [30,34–36,41–46]. However, in our work, we experimentally
onfirmed that the surface-to-volume ratio 𝛾 defined as the area of
oles over the volume per the unit cell could serve as such a universal
easure similarly as demonstrated for 𝜅 [47–49]. We designed the
hermal rectifier as a free-standing bridge made of a crystalline silicon
embrane (Fig. 1(a)). The structure is spatially asymmetric in terms of
orosity, which gradually decreases from A to B. This non-regular ar-
angement is expected to introduce the necessary inhomogeneity to the
ystem, i.e. an explicit dependence of the thermal conductivity on posi-
ion. Two configurations of the rectifier subjected to thermal biases of
he same magnitude, albeit in opposite directions (forward and reverse
onfigurations), are displayed in Fig. 1(a). In both cases, the phonon
FPs are already shortened by phonon–phonon scattering processes
ear the hot ends and the holes have only a minor effect. Contrariwise,
he porosity strongly influences the MFP near the cold ends. There,
iffuse boundary scattering overwhelms the phonon–phonon processes,
uch that the MFPs in the reverse configuration are shorter than those
n the forward one. Consequently, the two arrangements in Fig. 1(a) are
nequal in terms of effective thermal conductivity. Specifically, the ef-
ective thermal conductivity of the forward configuration, 𝜅F, is higher
han that of the reverse configuration, 𝜅R. Accordingly, we define the
ectification coefficient as 𝜂 = (𝜅F − 𝜅R)∕𝜅R [21]. Although our design
is based on a single material, it can be considered topologically non-
homogeneous given the engineered porosity gradient across its surface.
The fact that the thermal conductivity 𝜅 of this system depends on
temperature 𝑇 and position 𝑟 provides the conditions for rectification,
i.e., material nonlinearity and spatial asymmetry, respectively.
To evaluate the thermal rectification, we designed an experiment us-
ing 2LRT technique [29,30,33] as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
The probe laser is coupled to a Raman spectrometer and works as a
scanning thermometer. Each test device comprises two identical recti-
fiers (in the forward configuration in Fig. 1(b)) arranged symmetrically
with respect to the central neck. The latter is not perforated and serves
as a focal point for the bottom, high-power laser (heat source). Heat
flows symmetrically from the center towards the edges connected to the
heat sink without exchange with any other reservoir. This configuration
under vacuum conditions ensures thermal enclosure of the system, and
hence insulation from reservoirs other than the heat sink. Therefore,
the experiment approximates the ideal system model for rectification
[Supplementary Material (SM) Figure S1]. Overall, the all-optical 2LRT
allows for temperature scans and generation of temperature gradients
up to about 1000 K.
We fabricated the thermal rectifier with a pseudo-hexagonal lattice
of holes of constant diameter and varied spacing adjusted to obtain a
linear gradient of 𝛾 along the rectifier axis. This approach provided a
Nano Energy 78 (2020) 105261M. Kasprzak et al.Fig. 1. Working principle and design of the thermal rectifier. (a) Design of the samples in the forward (top) and reverse (bottom) configurations. A and B indicate the ends of
the rectifier, and the red arrows denote phonon mean free paths. (b) Schematic of the two-laser Raman thermometry experiment, running in the forward configuration of the test
device. The high-power beam (405 nm) is focused from the bottom on the central neck of the sample, gets partially absorbed and acts as a Gaussian heat source. The low-power
laser beam (532 nm), focused from the top, is coupled to a Raman spectrometer and works as a scanning thermometer.Fig. 2. Thermal rectifier test devices. (a) Scanning electron microscope image of the test device comprising two rectifiers assembled in the forward configuration. The red dot
indicates the heat source and the dashed line indicates the temperature scan line. Scale bar is 10 μm. (b, c) Scanning electron microscope images (top view) of the test devices in
(b) the forward and (c) reverse configurations. Overlay of the images in (b) and (c) illustrates spatial dependence of the surface-to-volume ratio 𝛾. (d, e) Plots of the temperature
profiles of the test devices in the forward (solid purple circles) and reverse (red-outlined circles) configurations, as measured at 𝑃A = 0.815 mW in (d) vacuum or (e) in air at
ambient pressure. The pale red and purple shading in (d) and (e) correlate to the eye-covering experimental errors (see SM).medium with effective thermal conductivity 𝜅(𝑇 , 𝑟), which is not a sepa-
rable function of temperature 𝑇 and position 𝑟, therefore satisfying the
necessary condition for rectification. A scanning electron microscope
(SEM) image of the test device comprising two rectifiers assembled in
the forward configuration is shown in Fig. 2(a).
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) show SEM images of the test devices in the for-
ward and reverse configurations, respectively, with overlays depicting
the experimental 𝛾(𝑟) (Figure S9). In both experimental configurations,
we use the same heat flux, which we obtained by setting the same
driving power 𝑃 = 𝑃A∕2, where 𝑃A is the absorbed laser power
(see also Figure S1). This approach is more convenient than setting
the same temperature bias for both configurations, since using 2LRT
enables more accurate matching of 𝑃A. Consequently, the rectification
coefficient transforms into 𝜂 = 𝛥𝑇BA∕𝛥𝑇AB − 1, where 𝛥𝑇BA = 𝑇B − 𝑇A
and 𝛥𝑇 = 𝑇 − 𝑇 .3
AB A BFig. 2(d) reveals a clear difference between the temperature profiles
𝑇 (𝑟) obtained for the two configurations of the test devices operating
in vacuum. Interestingly, the reverse configuration shows a greater
temperature bias than does the forward one. Accordingly, 𝛥𝑇BA >
𝛥𝑇AB and therefore, 𝜂 > 0, which indicates asymmetric heat transport.
Despite of their different thermal profiles (see Fig. 2(e)), the sym-
metry between the two sample configurations cannot be guaranteed
and hence rectification cannot be asserted when measurements are
performed in air (Figures S3 and S4 in SM) [7,50]. Nevertheless, we
will further discuss two potential applications of the devices exploiting
air convection.
Fig. 3(a) summarizes 2LRT measurements at diverse heating powers
in the form of transfer functions 𝛥𝑇 (𝑃 ) resembling the voltage–current
characteristics in electronics. Importantly, we observe asymmetry in the
Nano Energy 78 (2020) 105261M. Kasprzak et al.Fig. 3. Performance of the test devices. (a) Transfer functions of the rectifier measured in vacuum and in air at ambient pressure. (b) Rectification coefficient 𝜂 as a function of
the driving power 𝑃 measured in vacuum. The solid line in (b) denotes rectification calculated by means of Finite Element Method model (SM). The error propagation is described
in SM. (c) Temperature measured at the hot end of the sample in vacuum (𝑇 HOTv ) and in air (𝑇 HOTa ) in two configurations of the device. The islet to (c) illustrates the difference
between the configurations in terms of air-mediated heat losses. (d) Plot of the on/off (air/vacuum) switching ratio 𝜎 as a function of 𝑃 , as determined for the forward and reverse
configurations. The dashed lines in (a, d) are guides to the eye. The error propagation is described in SM.transfer functions for our samples operating in vacuum as well as in air.
However, only the measurements performed in vacuum hold the proper
symmetry. In this case, the system can be considered as a true thermal
diode (Figures S1 and S2 in SM). Fig. 3(b) shows the experimental 𝜂
as a function of the driving power 𝑃 . For the sample in vacuum, 𝜂
increases with 𝑃 , reaching maximum performance (𝜂 ≅ 14%) at 𝑃 ≅ 0.5
mW. This trend is well reproduced by FEM simulations (S5 in the SM).
The performance could be further improved through optimization of
structural parameters such as the membrane patterning or thickness
(see FEM results in Figs. S18 and S20 in SM).
The data in Fig. 3(a) obtained in air reveals effective switching of
the configurations, namely 𝛥𝑇BA < 𝛥𝑇AB. Furthermore, exposure to
air results in a decrease of the temperature along 𝑇 (𝑟), as evidenced
by comparing Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 2(e). This effect can be quantified
by comparing temperatures measured at the hot end of the sample in
vacuum (𝑇HOTv ) and in air (𝑇HOTa ). From Fig. 3(c) we conclude that the
temperature in air reduces of about 60% and 81% in the case of forward
and reverse configurations, respectively. This apparent difference can
be explained by analogy to the ideal case of a fin heat sink, whereby
a fin performs best when the temperature distribution over its entire
surface is uniform [51]. As evidenced in Fig. 2(e) and schematically il-
lustrated in the inset to Fig. 3(c), the temperature profile for the reverse
configuration of the test device is closer to this scenario. In the case
of the forward configuration, heat flows first through the part of high4
porosity, which translates to a lower thermal conductance due to both
reduced 𝜅 and effective cross section. This bottleneck implies smaller
dissipation through a secondary mechanism, i.e. convection [52]. The
local convective heat flux is proportional to the temperature difference
between sample surface and air. This temperature difference rapidly
decays due to the high porosity region near the hot spot in the forward
case. Importantly, engineering the porosity to optimize passive cooling
is not trivial, as the material thermal properties depend on size as well
as geometry. The device in air environment has the potential to be
used as a passive cooler for efficient removal of redundant process heat
in Si membrane-based electronics, micro- and nano-electromechanical
systems or optomechanics.
Moreover, we envisioned that the significant difference in transfer
functions between the samples in vacuum and those in air (Fig. 3(a))
could be exploited in the design of an air-triggered thermal switch. The
performance of such a device is indicated by the on/off switching ratio
𝜎 = 𝛥𝑇v∕𝛥𝑇a, where 𝛥𝑇v and 𝛥𝑇a are the temperature biases induced by
the same power and in the same configuration in vacuum and in air,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(d), we observed clearly defined on/off
states for both configurations at any driving power.
To confirm the working principle and rationalize the measured
performance of our thermal diode, we next examined 𝜅(𝑇 ) of silicon
membranes of homogeneous porosity. To this end, we fabricated a set
of porous, single-crystal silicon membranes and patterned them with a
Nano Energy 78 (2020) 105261M. Kasprzak et al.Fig. 4. Thermal conductivity of homogeneous porous membranes. (a) Schematic of the hexagonal lattice of holes in a silicon membrane with a marked unit cell. Here, 𝑡 denotes
membrane thickness; 𝑑, hole diameter; and 𝑎, lattice period. (b) Scanning electron microscope images of a porous sample: top-view (top) and magnified central area (bottom).
The dashed line indicates the temperature scan line. Scale bars are 50 μm (top) and 2 μm (bottom). (c) Measured (circles), and fitted by Eq. (1) (lines), temperature profile plots
obtained for a porous membrane of 𝑎=800 nm and 𝑑=192 nm (𝛾=0.0012 nm−1), at three different heating powers 𝑃A. The vertical dashed lines indicate the edges of the porous
area. (d) Plot of temperature dependence of thermal conductivity (solid lines) determined for porous membranes of exemplary surface-to-volume ratio 𝛾. (e) Thermal conductivity
of porous membranes at 300 K as a function of 𝛾. (f) Plot of exponent 𝛽 of porous membranes as a function of 𝛾. The shaded areas in (d–f) indicate experimental uncertainty
(SM).regular arrangement in the form of an hexagonal lattice of cylindrical
holes. We measured their 𝜅(𝑇 ) by 2LRT in vacuum assuming that the
convective and radiative losses are both negligible (see SM). Fig. 4(a)
illustrates the lattice unit-cell, where 𝑎 is the lattice parameter and
𝑑 is the pore/hole diameter. We covered a broad range of 𝛾 values
by varying 𝑎 (from 200 nm to 2000 nm) and 𝑑 (from 55 nm to
190 nm). Fig. 4(b) shows SEM images of a representative sample.
Fig. 4(c) displays temperature profiles 𝑇 (𝑟) measured for a sample of 𝑎
= 800 nm and 𝑑 = 192 nm, where 𝑟 is the distance from the central heat
source. We performed 2LRT experiments at three values of absorbed
power 𝑃A; thus, the temperature profiles being partially overlapped
span temperatures from about 350 K to 1000 K. We considered the heat
flow to be diffusive and radial, and thus described by Fourier’s law:
𝑃A∕(2𝜋𝑟𝑡) = −𝜅(𝑇 )d𝑇 ∕d𝑟 [30]. At high temperatures, the 𝜅(𝑇 ) of bulk
silicon is governed by three- and four-phonon scattering processes [53]
and can be approximated by the power function 𝜅(𝑇 ) = 𝛼𝑇 (−𝛽) [54].
Following prior studies on homogeneous porous graphene [14,55] and
silicon [30,56], we assumed that the same trend holds for our samples
in the full range of 𝛾 values. The additional effect of diffusive phonon-
boundary scattering is temperature-independent at high temperatures
and can be included by adjusting 𝛼 and 𝛽.
Accordingly, the decrease of 𝛽 reflects the suppression of the tem-
perature dependence of 𝜅 due to porosity. Substituting the postulated









where 𝐴 is an integration constant. This formula enables adjusting 𝛼
and 𝛽 from the fit to the experimental temperature profiles, as shown
in Fig. 4(c). To obtain the intrinsic 𝜅(𝑇 ), we normalized the fitted
data using the correction factor 𝜀, accounting for the porosity of the
hexagonal lattice (see SM). Fig. 4(d) shows 𝜅(𝑇 ) determined for three
samples with representative values of 𝛾, ranging from 𝛾 = 0 (for a
pristine membrane) up to 𝛾 = 0.0052 nm−1 (the maximum value of5
the full set). Fig. 4(d) confirms that with increasing 𝛾, 𝜅 becomes
suppressed and 𝜅(𝑇 ) flattens. This behavior is generalized for all 𝛾
in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f). From Fig. 4(e), we inferred that at 𝑇=300
K, 𝜅 decreases systematically, from ≈ 90W m−1K−1 for the pristine
membrane to ≈ 3.3W m−1K−1 at maximum 𝛾. Fig. 4(f) depicts a clear
trend of 𝛽 gradually decreasing from ≈ 1 (for a bare membrane) to ≈ 0.4
(for the most porous sample) owing to the increased and predominant
boundary scattering.
In Fig. 4(d), the two dashed arrows connecting A and B indicate
hypothetical paths through intermediate states of 𝜅 that correspond
to the forward and reverse configurations shown in Fig. 1(a). These
intermediate values of 𝜅 can be assumed as the local thermal con-
ductivity of an hypothetical sample with 𝛾 varying linearly with 𝑟.
Therefore, the local thermal conductivity at any position 𝑟 = 𝑟0 is taken
as the value of 𝜅 of a sample with homogeneous 𝛾 = 𝛾(𝑟0) and at the
temperature 𝑇 = 𝑇 (𝑟0). We notice that these two cases are unequal,
namely, that relative to the path A–B, the path B–A covers mostly
lower values of 𝜅. Consequently, heat transport from A to B (forward) is
easier than from B to A (reverse). Notably, the rectification coefficient
calculated by means of FEM (Fig. 3(b)) using measured values for 𝛼
and 𝛽 closely agrees with the experimental data. The dependence of 𝜅
on temperature and surface-to-volume ratio is essential for rectification.
Namely, rectification is forbidden for any asymmetric single-component
material when its thermal conductivity 𝜅 is a separable function of
the position 𝑟 and temperature 𝑇 [57]. This can be formulated as
𝜅(𝑟, 𝑇 ) = 𝑋(𝑟) ⋅ 𝛩(𝑇 ), where 𝑋(𝑟) and 𝛩(𝑇 ) depend only on position
and temperature, respectively. In our case, the necessary condition
is fulfilled, as the thermal conductivity is provided by the function
𝜅(𝑟, 𝑇 ) = 𝛼(𝑟) ⋅ 𝑇 −𝛽(𝑟).
4. Conclusions
We have designed, fabricated and tested a thermal rectifier compris-
ing porous crystalline silicon membranes, where reciprocity is broken









































Ras a result of non-linearity and space asymmetry. It can operate as
a thermal diode at temperatures ranging from 300 K to about 1000
K at sub-milliwatt powers in vacuum. We have achieved the best
rectification coefficient for an all-silicon device, i.e. a continuous in-
homogeneous medium without a distinct interface working in a high
temperature environment. We have further demonstrated that the same
device can work under air pressure as an air-triggered switch or a
passive cooler. Moreover, we have provided a complete account of
the 𝜅(𝑇 ) dependence in a wide range of porosity values. We have
howed that using these values as input values of the position and
emperature dependent thermal conductivity in a FEM simulation of
he diffusive heat transport, the model gives a good account of the
ectification. Therefore, it can be used as a convenient tool for fur-
her optimization of the rectifier performance or the design of other
lements and devices for heat transport control. These results are of
uch relevance to a variety of applications embracing thermal energy
anagement and harvesting, thermal logics, all merged into a single
MOS-compatible platform. They can trigger new strategies of heat
issipation and passive cooling in electronics and MEMS operating
t environmental conditions involving high temperatures and high
emperature gradients. The approach can be extended from Si and SOI
aterials to the alike Ge and GaAs, but also the new generation of wide
and-gap materials like SiC and GaN suited for electronics and MEMS
perating at extremely high temperatures.
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